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	Genetics in Ophthalmology (Developments in Ophthalmology) (v. 37), 9783805575782 (3805575785), Karger, 2003

	The objective of this publication is to enhance mutual understanding and communication between ophthalmologists, molecular geneticists, genetic counselors and biomedical researchers. In the introductory chapter, current genetic paradigms and experimental genetic approaches relevant to the nature of hereditary disorders are discussed. The following contribution on the epidemiology of hereditary ocular disorders provides an excellent reference to geneticists as well as clinicians. Myopia is presented as an example of a complex clinical phenotype where genes and environment interact. Further molecular ophthalmogenetic topics, such as corneal dystrophies, cataract, glaucoma, opticus neuropathy, non-syndromic and syndromic pigmentary retinopathies, defects of vitamin A metabolism and macular dystrophies including age-related macular degeneration, are investigated in depth. The volume concludes with a survey of color vision deficiencies and a discussion of animal models and gene therapy.
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Business Restructuring: An Action Template for Reducing Cost and Growing ProfitJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	An effective, long-term strategy for maintaining corporate growth, profit and competitive edge


	Depicting a progressive emergent framework for long-term growth, profitability, and success, Business Restructuring: An Action Template for Reducing Cost and Growing Profit employs an integrated approach incorporating several of...


		

Multimedia Information Storage and Retrieval: Techniques and TechnologiesIGI Global, 2008
Since multimedia systems are required to store and manipulate a variety of media types -- including text, graphics, images, sound, audio, and video among many others -- applications such as video-on-demand systems, interactive television, and video conferencing are becoming widely available at warp speed. This presents new challenges and obstacles...

		

Flex on JavaManning Publications, 2010

	
		Unlike many Flex books that presume readers want to develop applications from scratch, Flex on Java is for developers in the real world-where Flex is one more technology being added to existing systems developed in Java, and where integration is the key indicator of success.

	
		Written for Java developers beginning...






	

Design and Operation of Automated Container Storage Systems (Contributions to Management Science)Physica-Verlag, 2012

	The storage yard is the operational and geographical centre of most seaport container terminals. Therefore, it is of particular importance for the whole terminal system and plays a major role for trade and transport flows. One of the latest trends in container-storage operations is the automated Rail-Mounted-Gantry-Crane system, which...


		

Database Administration: The Complete Guide to Practices and ProceduresAddison Wesley, 2002
"One of Craig's hallmarks is his ability to write in a clear, easy-to-read fashion. The main purpose of any technical book is to transfer information from writer to reader, and Craig has done an excellent job. He wants the reader to learn—and it shows." —Chris Foot, Senior Oracle Certified Instructor,...


		

Professional Flash Mobile Development: Creating Android and iPhone Applications (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2011

	Professional Flash Mobile Development: Creating Android and iPhone Applications


	Everything Flash developers need to know to create native Android and iPhone apps


	This Wrox guide shows Flash developers how to create native applications for Android and iPhone mobile devices using Flash. Packed...
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